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A good question: Is abortion unchristian?
Joanna Jepson, Philippa Taylor, Tina Beattie, Linda Woodhead (p18-21)

1. Joanna Jepson says, in her second paragraph: “I think all abortion is destructive”. In what 
ways might it be destructive?

2. Despite this, she says, in the same paragraph: “I’m not against all abortion”.  What reasons 
does she give for sometimes supporting something destructive? Do you agree with her 
reasons? 

3. In paragraphs three to five, Joanna describes a battle between fear and faith. What 
difference does faith make to a decision such as abortion? In what other areas of life do we 
experience the same battle? 

4. Philippa Taylor says, in her second paragraph, that the question that determines our 
attitude to abortion is “whether the foetus is just an assembly of cells or a living human 
baby”. Do you agree that this is the essential question? If you do, what is your answer to it? If 
you disagree, what is the essential question?

5. In paragraph three, Philippa quotes Psalm 139. What difference does this passage make to 
your feelings and opinions about abortion?

6. In paragraph four, Philippa talks about the incarnation of Jesus as an embryo. What 
difference does this make to the question of whether or not abortion is unchristian?  

7. In her last paragraph, Philippa says: “Opposing abortion should not mean we lack 
compassion”. What are the dangers to all sides in this debate of lacking compassion? How 
can we avoid those dangers?
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Since I brought attention to the 
case of the baby aborted at seven 
months gestation because it had 
a bilateral cleft lip and palate, 
I have been asked many many 
times whether I’m against all 
abortion. Many people assume 
that because I’m a Christian 

(and a professional Christian!) that I must be against 
it. Actually it is because I’m a woman that I, like any 
other woman, have to think through what I believe – 
away from all the TV chatshow questions.  

The short soundbite answer would be; “I think all 
abortion is destructive,” because it is. But it is often 
something that women choose when they feel they 
have no other option left. In those situations women 
often know that they are going to lose something, or 
someone, whatever choice they make; whether it’s a 
sense of security, a job, a relationship, their reputation 
or their unborn child. We live in a messy, fallen, 
complex world where situations, relationships, health, 
finance can go dreadfully wrong and we instinctively 
try to choose the least dreadful consequences as far as 
we can predict them. Abortion is often seen as the least 
worst option. And it is right that this choice, however 

A good question

unpleasant it is, can be made safely when necessary. So 
no, I’m not against all abortion.

But one of the things that makes a difference to me 
when I think about whether or not I would have an 
abortion is faith; not so much in a religious, right or 
wrong kind of way, but about where I would put my 
faith in a situation that might feel terrifying.  When I 
think back over my life to the few situations where I 
was really, really afraid and didn’t think I could cope, 
those are the times when I have known God’s presence 
come through for me very tangibly; it’s been a strange 
sense of knowing – which passes all understanding – 
that all would be well even if life is going to be changed 
and difficult.  

Often when women seek an abortion it has been 
their fear or their partner’s fear that has spoken the 
loudest. It’s this fear that can be disabling and prevent 
us responding with faith to the hopeful possibilities 
that God might bring about.

So I don’t think about whether abortion is Christian 
or unchristian, because that feels like an abstract 
religious soundbite, of little use in real situations and 
something that glosses over thoughts and feelings 
and impedes real faith. Instead, I think it’s a question 
of choosing to have faith in God, trusting enough to 
listen beyond my fears for a hopeful future to which I 
can say yes. 

Joanna Jepson is an Anglican priest and chaplain to the 
Royal Wessex Yeomanry

The abortion debate has medical, 
legal, political, ethical, social, 
personal as well as religious 
aspects. It’s a big question to 
cover in 400 words!

However for all these aspects, 
the key issue is whether the 

foetus is just an assembly of cells or a living human 
baby. The answer to this question will largely determine 
one’s response to abortion.

Because the Bible isn’t a biology textbook, or 
philosophical tome, it does not set out different 
perspectives on when life begins and tell us which is 
right, and why. However, it is our guide, and several 
passages enable us to reflect on when life begins. 

JOANNA JEPSON
‘It’s a question of trusting enough 
to list en beyond my fears’

PHILLIPA TAYLOR
‘The Bible points to the unborn 
child being as human as any of us’
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For the writer John Stott, the firmest foundation in 
the Bible for the foetus being a fully human life, in 
communion with God, was Psalm 139:16: “For you 
created my inmost being; you knit me together in my 
mothers womb.”

For myself, the most persuasive passage pointing 
to the humanity and value of the foetus is when God, 
incredibly, became incarnate as an embryo! “Behold 
you will conceive in your womb and bear a son, and 
you shall call his name Jesus.” (Luke 1:31). Jesus was like 
us in every way, so that he could take our place on the 
Cross. To me, this identification of Jesus’ “becoming 
flesh” with his mother’s act of conception compellingly 
demonstrates the humanity and personal nature of the 
pre-born baby.

The Bible may not be absolutely explicit about the 
nature of life in the womb, but it points strongly to 
the unborn child being as human as any of us already 
born. Of course, not all Christians agree about this, but 
if doubt remains the burden of proof is on those who 
want to refute this, because unless we are utterly sure 
that the pre-born baby is not fully human, we should 

 ‘We instinctively 
try to choose the 
least dreadful 
consequences’

‘God became 
incarnate as 
an embryo’ 
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8. Tina Beattie says in her first paragraph: “I don’t think any single act can be judged as 
Christian or unchristian – we have to understand the context and intentions.” Do you agree 
with this? What difference do the context and intentions make?

9. In paragraph two, Tina says: “The vast majority of abortions in Britain today are lifestyle 
choices”. What do you think she means by this, and do you agree?

10. In paragraph three and four, Tina argues that there is a crucial moral difference between 
abortions in late and early pregnancy. What is the difference? How important do you think 
that difference is?

11. In her last paragraph, Tina argues that Christianity is less about moral absolutes than it is 
about “forgiveness, healing and compassion”. Do you agree with this? Do you think that the 
Church is good at those three things?

12. Linda Woodhouse, in her first paragraph, says that Christians do not oppose abortion in 
much greater numbers than the rest of the population, but clergy oppose it more than other 
Christians. Do you find those statistics surprising, or do they match your expectations?

13. In paragraphs two to four, Linda argues that the question that determines our view of 
abortion is whether we accept the “bare life” or “full life” view. What is the difference? Do you 
agree that this is the crucial question? Which view do you think is right?

14. Which of the four contributors do you think comes closest to the truth about our question 
on abortion? 

For further reflection: “In his hand is the life of every living thing and the breath of every 
human being… With God are wisdom and strength; he has counsel and understanding.” 
Job 12:10, 13

Prayer: Dear God, in the hard times that we all face, let us know the faith which overcomes fear. 
Give us the wisdom and strength to bear with one another and uphold one another. May we 
be people who help the vulnerable, whatever their age, as you help us in our own need. Amen.  
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